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Abstract (212 words) 14 

        Our understanding of the fomite transmission route of diseases remains at an empirical 15 

level. There are no data on how surface contamination is propagated by human touching. We 16 

designed a novel and effective benchtop experiment to investigate the dynamic transmission of 17 

contaminants on multiple environmental surfaces due to touching. The benchtop experiment 18 

setting design was based on an inflight norovirus outbreak. Hundreds of representative 19 

environmental surfaces in the plane were scaled down, and fluorescent particles were used as 20 

surrogate indicators of virus-laden aerosols. The fluorescent particles were initially carried by six 21 

index “patients” and then transmitted to other surfaces through the touching behavior of one 22 

hundred and twenty-four “passengers.” The distributions of fluorescent particles were 23 

photographed by cameras when exposed to UV light and the acquired photos were processed 24 

using fluorescence imaging techniques to quantify fluorescent particles on each surface. The 25 

temporal diffusion of contaminated surfaces was found to follow an S-shaped logistic curve. The 26 

aisle seats were found to be more contaminated, which was consistent with the reported higher 27 

attack rates in passengers seating along the aisle in the outbreak. This study confirmed the 28 

findings of the logistic growth from the multi-agent simulations, and provided a possible 29 

mechanism for the role played by environmental surfaces in the fomite route of diseases.  30 

Keywords: Benchtop experiments; Fomite transmission route; Quantitative measurement; 31 

Fluorescence imaging techniques; Logistic growth. 32 

1. Introduction 33 

        People in modern society live, study, and work in indoor environments [1] most of the time, 34 
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and inevitably touch numerous surfaces in their daily activities. The surfaces around us may not 35 

be microscopically clean, and many studies have detected viruses [2-4], bacteria [5, 6], and fungi 36 

[7, 8] on indoor surfaces. Some of these microorganisms are pathogenic and could survive for 37 

several days or even months [9, 10], which provides possibilities for the fomite transmission of 38 

related gastrointestinal, skin, and respiratory infections [11]. Although once thought to be 39 

negligible [12, 13], the role of the fomite route in disease transmission is supported by many 40 

studies [14], including observational epidemiologic studies [15, 16], intervention studies [17, 41 

18], and outbreak reports [19, 20]. 42 

        Our understanding of the fomite route remains at an empirical level [18, 21]. Although it 43 

appears straightforward, information on the propagation process of contaminations on multiple 44 

surfaces is very limited. In indoor environments, the multiple surfaces are not independent but 45 

are linked by hands through human touching behavior, thus constructing a surface touch network 46 

[22]. Once one or some surfaces are contaminated in this network, contaminants can be passed 47 

by hands to a large number of surfaces, as long as the source of contamination is strong enough. 48 

Due to the diversity of network structures, the diffusion of contaminants on the surface network 49 

presents different temporal and spatial characteristics. 50 

        There have not been any studies of the surface network except Lei et al. [22]. Several 51 

mathematical models have been used to study how contaminants diffuse across multiple surfaces, 52 

such as the discrete-time Markov chain model [23], the differential equation model [24], and the 53 

multi-agent model [25], but few experiments have been conducted because the sequential 54 

detection of surface contaminations is a challenging task. Common techniques used to quantify 55 

microorganisms on multiple surfaces such as hybridization-based [26] and polymerase-chain-56 

reaction-based techniques [27] have their limitations. Small samples wiped from an 57 

environmental surface do not reflect the overall degree of contaminations [28], while large 58 

samples or the original surfaces only allow one-time measurements. In this study, fluorescent 59 

particles were used as surrogate indicators. These emit visible light when exposed to UV light, 60 

and the luminance of emitted light monotonically increases with the quantities of particles [29], 61 

which enables multiple quantification measurements. Fluorescent particles have been used in 62 

several studies to measure the transfer of contaminants [30, 31] but usually on a small scale, such 63 

as on human hands, which cannot provide enough information about how contaminants are 64 
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transferred on a surface touch network. 65 

        Here, we describe a novel and effective benchtop experiment. Chips of different materials 66 

present in an environment of interest are placed on a large table in a temperature- and humidity-67 

controlled room. Participants are instructed to touch the chips in a specific sequence, defined 68 

based on the observation data in the environment of interest. To demonstrate our new method, an 69 

inflight norovirus outbreak [20] was chosen as the scenario for the experiment, as shown in Fig. 70 

1. Six passengers from the same tour group were considered as possible index patients. Since the 71 

first-class rows were screened off from the others, we only considered the transmission between 72 

passengers in economy class. During the 2.5-hour flight, 6 of 71 non-tour group passengers in 73 

economy class who were interviewed after the flight [20] developed the same kind of gastric 74 

illness. Statistics showed that sitting in an aisle seat was associated with the development of 75 

illness (P = 0.022, 1-sided Chi-square test). The modeling results in Lei et al. [22] also showed 76 

that the contamination conditions on surfaces of aisle seats were worse than others, and 77 

correspondingly passengers sitting there had higher infection risks. 78 

 79 

 80 

Fig. 1. The seating plan on the plane with the norovirus outbreak in October 2008, adapted from 81 
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Kirking et al. [20]. The index patients, infected passengers, and uninfected passengers (including 82 

both those interviewed and not interviewed) are marked with different colored symbols. Row 83 

numbers are marked, with Rows 1-3 representing first class and Rows 6-26 representing 84 

economy class.  85 

 86 

 87 

        In the benchtop experiment setting, hundreds of representative environmental surfaces in 88 

the economy class of the plane were scaled down and fluorescent particles on each surface were 89 

quantified using fluorescence imaging techniques. The quantification results were compared with 90 

the multi-agent modeling results in Lei et al. [22] and the attack rate distribution in Kirking et al. 91 

[20]. The results reported present the dynamic and rapid transmission of contaminants on 92 

multiple environmental surfaces, and confirm the findings from multi-agent simulations. 93 

2. Methods 94 

2.1 Materials 95 

        With low pigment residues and significant intensity changes to exposures [31], fluorescent 96 

particles from GloGermTM were selected in the experiments. The diameter of the chosen 97 

fluorescent particles is of the order of magnitude of 100 nm to 10 µm (Fig. S1), similar to that of 98 

human-exhaled droplets [24, 32]. The peak excitation wavelength of the fluorescent particles is 99 

about 375 nm (Fig. S2) in the range of UV light, so the particles are invisible without the UV 100 

light and thus do not interfere with the experiments. The peak emitted light is about 433 nm and 101 

can be recorded by cameras as it is in the range of visible light. 102 

        Fingerstalls were used to represent the hands of 124 passengers in the economy class of the 103 

plane [20]. The environmental surfaces considered in the study were porous (126 seatbacks, 104 

made of Dacron) and non-porous (126 tray tables, 168 armrests, and 2 toilets made of modified 105 

propylene polymer). Due to space limitations, all these surfaces were shrunken from that in the 106 

real plane at a specific proportion (5.17:1), which is about the ratio of hand length to fingertip 107 

length.  108 

2.2 Measurements of transfer efficiencies 109 

        The transfer efficiencies of the fluorescent particles were measured as the input parameters 110 

for the simulations to avoid errors caused by the different transfer properties of fluorescent 111 

particles and virus-laden aerosols. As the transmission process could be highly influenced by 112 

finger touching force [33], the transfer efficiencies were investigated with different touching 113 
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forces.  114 

        As the first step, the range of touching forces was determined. An ordinary balance (SF-400, 115 

SIQI, Jinan, China, capacity: 7000 g, readability: 1g) was touched by fingers 1,000 times and the 116 

reading for each was recorded. The balance can reflect the pressure, enabling the touching force 117 

to be estimated. 118 

        The transfer efficiencies were measured using a homemade touching machine, as shown in 119 

Fig. 2. The device can specify the touching force as required and control the contacting duration. 120 

Three kinds of surface materials are typically used in the benchtop experiments. As such, four 121 

kinds of transfer efficiencies, i.e., from plastic pieces (modified propylene polymer) to 122 

fingerstalls, from fingerstalls to plastic pieces, from Dacron pieces to fingerstalls, and from 123 

fingerstalls to Dacron pieces, were respectively measured. 124 

 125 

 126 

Fig. 2. The in-house developed touching machine that can specify both the touching force and 127 

contact duration as required. 128 

 129 

        The measurements of transfer efficiencies from plastic pieces to fingerstalls can be used as 130 
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an example of the process. First, weigh a clean piece with the analytical balance (Secura125-1S, 131 

Sartorius, Goettingen, Germany, capacity: 120 g, readability: 0.01 mg) and record the reading 132 

denoted as m1. Second, apply fluorescent particles onto the piece uniformly with a spray and then 133 

weigh the piece with the analytical balance again, with the reading denoted as m2. Third, fix a 134 

clean fingerstall onto the touching machine and touch the contaminated piece with a given force 135 

denoted as f. Fourth, weigh the touched piece on the analytical balance, and record the reading 136 

denoted as m3. After collecting the data, the transfer efficiency �� was calculated as 
���������� [33, 137 

34] when the touching force was f. Other than the touching force, factors influencing the transfer 138 

process such as relative humidity, contacting time and moisture [33] were kept the same during 139 

the measurements. The other three types of transfer efficiencies were measured in a similar way. 140 

2.3 Benchtop experiment setting 141 

        The benchtop experiment setting and its components are shown in Fig. 3A. The sketch of 142 

the economy class of the plane (Fig. 3B) was printed on a piece of waterproof paper (3000 by 143 

900 mm) on the experiment table, and the height of the experiment chamber was designed to be 144 

1000 mm to guarantee that the four photos taken by the four cameras could cover all the 145 

environmental surfaces. The environmental surface materials, namely Dacron and plastic pieces, 146 

were applied onto acrylic blocks of different heights on the waterproof paper, so when the 147 

participants touched one surface the others would not be accidentally contaminated. Pairs of soft 148 

magnetic sheets were used to connect the surface materials and the acrylic blocks, which kept the 149 

surface materials still when the participants touched the surfaces and allowed them to be taken 150 

away from the table during the calibration work. 151 

 152 
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 153 

(A) 154 

 155 

(B) 156 

Fig. 3. (A) The physical layout of the benchtop experiment setting and its components. The 157 

ceilings and curtains were processed to be 80% transparent to show the internal settings. (B) The 158 
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plan of the airplane adapted from Kirking et al. [20]. The four kinds of surfaces were in fact 159 

black in color to contrast the emitted light of fluorescent particles, but different colors are used 160 

here to differentiate them. 161 

 162 

        In addition to the experiment table, several apparatuses were combined into the experiment 163 

chamber, as shown in Fig. 3A. Twenty-four Philips TL’K 40W (R) UV lamps were fixed on the 164 

inner side of the ceiling to make the UV light over the experiment table as homogeneous as 165 

possible. For safety, the UV lamps also emitted blue light to indicate whether they were open or 166 

closed. Four cameras (Sony DSC-WX350, 8-bit) took pictures through four holes on the ceiling. 167 

The cameras were responsible for four areas on the table and were controlled remotely via Wi-Fi 168 

to avoid shake when taking photos. The experiment chamber was surrounded by wood supports 169 

and black curtains. The curtains had reflective coating on the inside surface to reflect UV light 170 

onto the experiment table and prevent any injury to the participants. 171 

2.4 Calibration  172 

        The experiment required calibration, as the distance between the surfaces and UV lamps or 173 

cameras could affect the luminance of fluorescent particles in the photos, and the thickness of 174 

fluorescent particles on the surfaces also influenced the intensities of the emitted light [29]. 175 

Moreover, since almost all digital cameras perform gamma correction (tone curve correction) to 176 

adjust pictures, the pixel values are not proportional to the number of photons that struck the 177 

image sensor during the exposure [35]. Therefore, the calibration was necessary to acquire the 178 

complex relationships between the intensities of emitted light and the amount of fluorescent 179 

particles for different surface positions. 180 

        In this study, the weighting factor W, defined as the mass of fluorescent particles per pixel 181 

in the photo, was used to represent the amount, and the net pixel signal strength k, defined as the 182 

pixel value (grey level) on a surface in the photo after the removal of the background, was used 183 

to represent the light intensity. The calibration process is as follows. First, prepare a clean surface 184 

and take the background photos with the UV lamps on. Second, apply fluorescent particles onto 185 

the clean surface uniformly with a spray and measure the total mass of particles on the surface 186 

with the analytical balance and then take result photographs with the UV lamps on. Finally, 187 

acquire the total pixel number and pixel values of the surface in both the background and result 188 

photos with the software MATLAB R2014a. The weighting factor W was calculated as the mass 189 
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of fluorescent particles divided by the total pixel number of the surface, while the net pixel signal 190 

strength k was calculated as the pixel value in the result photo minus that of the background 191 

photo. 192 

2.5 Experiment procedures  193 

        According to the initial report of this outbreak [20] and the modelling study [22], we 194 

assumed that all the environmental surfaces were clean prior to the flight and did not consider the 195 

role of cabin staff on the contamination transmission. Since the cabin air was clean at cruising 196 

altitude [36], we ignored the deposition of virus-containing airborne droplets on most surfaces 197 

except for those around the index patients, and only considered the contamination caused by 198 

human surface touching behaviors. The surface touching sequences were kept the same for the 199 

experiments and simulations so the results could be compared. The touching sequences were 200 

generated based on assumptions in Table S1. Although the passengers shared the same rules of 201 

behavior, they did not act synchronously and did not touch the same surfaces for a specific 202 

behavior. Therefore, the generated sequences varied with each other. Five touching sequences 203 

were chosen for five sets of experiments and each set was repeated three times. In each 204 

experiment, 50 normal passengers were randomly selected to use the toilets during the flight, 205 

together with 6 index patients. They were assumed to spend the same time lengths using the 206 

toilets, so the flight cruise period (150 minutes) could be divided equally into 56 rounds. In each 207 

round, following the sequence, one passenger represented by the corresponding fingerstall went 208 

to the toilets and touched aisle seatbacks on the way and back due to the plane’s instability. In 209 

addition, some of the seated passengers, represented by the corresponding fingerstalls, were 210 

assumed to touch some surrounding surfaces. After each round, the UV lamps were turned on 211 

and photos were taken with the four cameras. 212 

        With the relationships acquired in the calibration, the photos could be processed. The signal 213 

strength of every pixel on the surfaces in the photos was acquired with MATLAB R2014a. 214 

According to the acquired relationship, the mass of fluorescent particles per pixel was calculated. 215 

Finally, the total mass of particles on a surface was acquired according to Equation 2 from 216 

Ivancic et al. [29]. 217 

3. Results and discussion 218 

3.1 Transfer efficiencies of fluorescent particles between surfaces 219 
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        Fig. S3 shows the frequency distribution of the finger touching forces. The ordinary balance 220 

(7000 g×1g) used to measure the touching force had the maximum relative error of 0.15%. 221 

According to the one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [36] (P = 0.09), at a 5% level of 222 

significance, finger touching forces could be assumed to follow a normal distribution, N(11.80, 223 

1.972), consistent with the measurement results from Zhang [38]. Fig. S3 shows that the finger 224 

touching forces ranged from 6 to 17 N, so the transfer efficiencies were measured within this 225 

range.  226 

        Fig. 4 shows the measured transfer efficiencies of fluorescent particles between surfaces 227 

with different touching forces. The analytical balance (120 g×0.01 mg) to measure the weight of 228 

fluorescent particles on fingerstalls and plastic pieces had the maximum relative error of 0.07%. 229 

The direction of transfer was found to have an effect on the transfer efficiencies. For example, 230 

the transfer efficiency from fingerstalls to Dacron pieces was always higher than for the reverse. 231 

Similar findings were reported in measurements for bacteria [39] and viruses [40]. The type of 232 

surface material was found to greatly influence transfer efficiencies. For example, higher values 233 

were found in the transfer efficiency from nonporous materials (plastic pieces) to fingerstalls 234 

than from porous materials (Dacron pieces) to fingerstalls. Several studies have observed similar 235 

phenomena for microorganisms with nonporous materials (such as faucet handles and phone 236 

receivers) and porous materials (such as dishcloths and sponges) [34, 41]. 237 

 238 
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 239 

 240 

Fig. 4. The relationships between finger touching forces and measured transfer efficiencies from 241 

fingerstalls to Dacron pieces, from Dacron pieces to fingerstalls, from fingerstalls to plastic 242 

pieces, and from plastic pieces to fingerstalls. Different kinds of transfer efficiencies are marked 243 

with different symbols in different colors. The fitted curves are in black, and their fitting function 244 

was �� � 	
�1  	��� (c1 and c2 denote the underdetermined coefficients) as shown in Table 1. 245 

 246 

        In general, the measured transfer efficiencies increased with the touching forces, consistent 247 

with similar studies of microorganisms such as hepatitis A virus (HAV) [42]. No model was 248 

available to describe the roles of touching forces, so the measured data were fitted with a 249 

common function �� � 	
�1  	��� (c1 and c2 denote the underdetermined coefficients, and c1 250 

was no more than 1) via least squares regression, as shown in Table 1. The function satisfies 251 

features of the relationship, in that the transfer efficiency is 0 when the touching force equals 0, 252 

and it is always in the range of 0-1. The standard errors of the regression S were all less than 0.03 253 

and the coefficients of determination R2 were all larger than 90%, indicating good agreement 254 

between the fitting curves and sample data [43, 44]. 255 
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Table 1 The functions for the fitted curves in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. 256 

Figures Descriptions Functions S a R2 b 

Fig. 4 

The relationship between finger touching forces f (N) and 
measured transfer efficiencies TE from fingerstalls to 
Dacron pieces 

�� � 0.5405 × �1  0.9903�� 0.0018 0.9878 

The relationship between finger touching forces f (N) and 
measured transfer efficiencies TE from Dacron pieces to 
fingerstalls 

�� � 0.8729 × �1  0.7948�� 0.0122 0.9644 

The relationship between finger touching forces f (N) and 
measured transfer efficiencies TE from fingerstalls to 
plastic pieces 

�� � 1  0.9724� 0.0218 0.9350 

The relationship between finger touching forces f (N) and 
measured transfer efficiencies TE from plastic pieces to 
fingerstalls 

�� � 0.9922 × �1  0.9258�� 0.0281 0.9425 

Fig. 5 

The relationship between pixel signal strength k and mass 

of fluorescence particles per pixel W (µg/pixel) for Seat 
6A 

� � � 22.6332122.0664  �  0.1854 0.1076 0.9623 

The relationship between pixel signal strength k and mass 

of fluorescence particles per pixel W (µg/pixel) for Seat 
7A 

� � � 16.2856126.0449  �  0.1292 0.1031 0.9654 

The relationship between pixel signal strength k and mass 

of fluorescence particles per pixel W (µg/pixel) for Seat 
8A 

� � � 12.4171128.9467  �  0.0963 0.1096 0.9609 
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The relationship between pixel signal strength k and mass 

of fluorescence particles per pixel W (µg/pixel) for Seat 
9A 

� � � 17.0907126.8107  �  0.1348 0.0948 0.9708 

The relationship between pixel signal strength k and mass 

of fluorescence particles per pixel W (µg/pixel) for Seat 
10A 

� � � 22.9143123.5858  �  0.1854 0.1062 0.9633 

Fig. 6 

The relationship between time t (Round) and the number 
of contaminated aisle seatback surfaces N 

 � 42 × 0.4767� 3.09781 + "�#.#$%&'(#.&)#$  1� 1.0038 0.9944 

The relationship between time t (Round) and the number 
of contaminated surfaces N 

 � 422 × 0.1811� 6.52181 + "�#.#*
+'(
.&#$$  1� 3.0984 0.9971 

a S refers to the standard errors of the regression; 257 

b R2 refers to the coefficients of determination. 258 

 259 
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3.2 Relationships between the emitted light intensities and fluorescent particle amounts 260 

        Fig. 5 shows the calibration curves used to convert the net pixel signal strength k to 261 

weighting factor W of fluorescent particles for the surfaces of Seats 6A, 7A, 8A, 9A, and 10A. 262 

For the same position, the maximum net pixel signal strength was about 130, much less than 263 

almost 250 found by Ivanic et al. [29]. This was induced by blue light emitted from the UV 264 

lamps. As shown in original photos such as Fig. S4a, uncontaminated surfaces were also visible, 265 

indicating that the pixel values in the background photo were not low. Thus, after the removal of 266 

the background, as shown in Fig. S4b, the net pixel signal strength was not very high.  267 

 268 

 269 

Fig. 5. Calibration curves to convert net pixel signal strength to the mass of fluorescent particles 270 

per pixel of surfaces for Seats 6A, 7A, 8A, 9A, and 10A, shown in Fig. 3B and S4. Measured 271 

data for different positions are marked with different symbols in different colors. The fitted 272 

curves share the same colors with the corresponding data, and their fitting function is � �273 

, -�-.�/  -�-. (c3 and c4 denote the underdetermined coefficients) as shown in Table 1. 274 

 275 

        The relationship between the net pixel signal strength k and the weighting factor W was 276 

influenced by the layering effects of fluorescent particles and camera nonlinearity. On one hand, 277 
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more than one layer of fluorescent particles is usually present on a surface, and less photons 278 

which struck the image sensors during the exposure were emitted from the lower layers due to 279 

the less available excitation energy and increased scattering of emitted light. Thus, the number of 280 

photons increased with the quantities of fluorescent particles at a gradually decreasing growth 281 

rate [29]. On the other hand, due to the gamma correction performed by digital cameras, the 282 

pixel values also increased with the number of photons [35] at a gradually decreasing growth rate. 283 

As a joint result of layering effects and camera nonlinearity, the net pixel signal strength k 284 

increased monotonically with the weighting factor W, but the growth rate gradually slowed 285 

down, which was consistent with the findings of Ivancic et al. [29]. 286 

        To describe the relationship between the net pixel signal strength k and the weighting factor 287 

W, Ivancic et al. [29] used a six-order polynomial function to fit the measured data and achieved 288 

a high coefficient of determination R2 of 99.94%, but this function is not monotonic with the net 289 

pixel signal strength k ranging from a minimum of 0 to the maximum of 255. Therefore, the 290 

function � � , -�-.�/  -�-. (c3 and c4 denote the underdetermined coefficients) was used in this 291 

study to fit data via least squares regression, as shown in Table 1. This function satisfies the 292 

features of the relationship, in that when the weighting factor W increases, the net pixel signal 293 

strength k grows at a gradually slower rate. The standard errors of the regression S were all less 294 

than 0.11 and the coefficients of determination R2 were all larger than 95%, indicating good 295 

agreements between the fitting curves and sample data [43, 44]. 296 

        For different positions, such as Seats 6A, 7A, 8A, 9A, and 10A in Figs. 3B and S5, the 297 

acquired relationships differ slightly. As the Seat 8A position was closest to the UV lamps and 298 

cameras (Fig. S5), the fluorescent particles received the most excitation energy from the UV 299 

lamps and more of the emitted light could reach the camera, so the same amount of fluorescent 300 

particles showed the most brightness on it. Similarly, as the positions of Seats 7A and 9A and 301 

those of Seats 6A and 10A were symmetrical (Fig. S5), the same amount of fluorescent particles 302 

showed similar brightness on each pair, respectively. 303 

3.3 Logistic growth of the number of contaminated surfaces 304 

        Fig. S6 shows the processed photos showing fluorescent particles on surfaces with the 305 

background removed in one experiment at different time points. Fig. 6 shows the growth of the 306 
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number of contaminated surfaces. The large scatter between individual experiment results was 307 

caused by the randomness of human behaviors rather than measuring errors. Passengers 308 

randomly touch the surrounding surfaces and randomly go to the toilets, which are inevitable and 309 

unpredictable, so experiment results varied with each other. Thereby, the strategy to control the 310 

diffusion of surface contaminations should be developed based on average results rather than an 311 

individual one. 312 

 313 

 314 

(a) 315 
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 316 

(b) 317 

Fig. 6. Growth of the number of contaminated surfaces: (a) 42 aisle seatback surfaces; (b) the 318 

total 422 surfaces. Each graph shows 15 experiment results (gray lines), the average of 15 319 

experiment results (the black line), and the fitted logistic curve (the red line). The fitting function 320 

is  �  �01"	6� 
("	6
(23	5 45	6  1�  (Nmax = 42 for Fig. 6a and Nmax = 422 for Fig. 6b, respectively; 321 

c5 and c6 denote the underdetermined coefficients) as shown in Table 1. 322 

 323 

        As shown in Figs. S6 and 6a, for aisle seatback surfaces, the diffusion of contaminated 324 

surfaces followed an S-shaped logistic curve in time, consistent with the multi-agent simulation 325 

results [22]. In the first stage, the number of contaminated aisle seatback surfaces was small and 326 

thus the possibility for clean fingerstalls to be contaminated by dirty surfaces was small. Most 327 

transmissions then occurred between clean fingerstalls and clean surfaces. A growth of 328 

contaminated surfaces increased the conversion from clean fingerstalls to dirty fingerstalls, 329 

which in turn accelerated the growth of contaminated surfaces. Therefore, in the first stage, the 330 

growth of the number of contaminated aisle seatback surfaces became rapid. In the latter stage, 331 

the number became high and thus clean fingerstalls could easily be contaminated. Most 332 

transmissions at this point occurred between dirty fingerstalls and dirty surfaces. The increase of 333 

contaminated surfaces decreased the possibility of transmissions from dirty fingerstalls to clean 334 

surfaces, which in turn slowed down the spread of contaminated surfaces. Therefore, in the latter 335 
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stage, the growth of the number of contaminated aisle seatback surfaces slowed down until 336 

reaching saturation. 337 

        Analogously, the diffusion of the total contaminated surfaces should have also followed an 338 

S-shaped curve in time, but as the flight cruise periods (56 rounds, 150 minutes) were too short 339 

for contamination of the total surfaces, the number of contaminated surfaces was relatively small 340 

throughout compared with the total surface number (422). Therefore, the diffusion was limited to 341 

the first stage of the S-shaped curve and the growth rate kept accelerating until the end, as shown 342 

in Fig. 6b. At the end of the cruise period (Round 56), the number of contaminated surfaces was 343 

about 178, which was small compared with the prediction from simulation results of about 300 344 

[22]. There are two possible reasons to account for the difference between the simulations and 345 

experiments. First, in the simulations it was assumed that the fluorescent particles were 346 

uniformly distributed on the entire areas of the surfaces, so a clean fingerstall touching a dirty 347 

surface always resulted in the transmission of contamination. However, in the experiments, only 348 

some regions of a surface could be contaminated while others might not have been, so when a 349 

clean fingerstall touched the clean region of contaminated surfaces, no transmission occurred. 350 

Second, in the simulations a surface was counted as contaminated even with only a tiny amount 351 

of contaminant on it, while in the experiments the light emitted from a tiny amount of fluorescent 352 

particles was undetectable, so the amount could not be measured until it accumulated to the 353 

minimum dose. 354 

3.4 Severe contamination conditions on aisle surfaces 355 

        The pixel values in the photos in Fig. S6 were converted into the amounts of fluorescent 356 

particles on surfaces according to the calibration curves in Fig. 5. Degrees of surface 357 

contamination were divided into three classes, scanty (≤1 µg/cm2), moderate (>1-20 µg/cm2), 358 

and heavy contaminations (>20 µg/cm2). Fig. 7 shows the average percentages of aisle and non-359 

aisle surfaces from 15 experiments, with scanty, moderate, and heavy contaminations at different 360 

time points. Aisle surfaces refer to surfaces in aisle seats, including 42 seatback surfaces, 42 tray 361 

table surfaces, and 42 armrest surfaces of seats in Rows C and D. Non-aisle surfaces refer to 362 

surfaces in non-aisle seats, including 84 seatback surfaces, 84 tray table surfaces, and 84 armrest 363 

surfaces of seats in Rows A, B, E, and F. Note that here the 42 armrests between Rows B and C 364 

and between Rows D and E are not counted as aisle or non-aisle surfaces. 365 
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 366 

 367 

Fig. 7. Percentage of aisle (A) and non-aisle (NA) surfaces with scanty, moderate, and heavy 368 

contaminations at different time points. The result was the average of 15 experiments. Different 369 

levels of contamination are marked in different colors. 370 

 371 

        As shown in Fig. 7, the fluorescent particles kept spreading to clean surfaces on both the 372 

aisle and non-aisle surfaces over time, so the percentage of surfaces with scanty contaminations 373 

decreased while the other two percentages increased, respectively. However, the aisle surfaces 374 

became moderately or heavily contaminated faster than the non-aisle surfaces. At the end of the 375 

cruise period (Round 56), greater proportions of aisle surfaces were found with moderate 376 

(P=0.050, Chi-square test) and heavy contaminations (P=0.000, Chi-square test), respectively, 377 

indicating more severe contamination conditions on the aisle surfaces. Passengers seated on the 378 

aisle seats were more likely to get sick, as they were surrounded by more severe contaminated 379 

surfaces [45]. This was consistent with the higher infection risks predicted by simulations [22] 380 

and the higher attack rates found in this outbreak [20] for the passengers seated in the aisle seats. 381 
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        Aisle seatbacks play an important role in the transmission of contaminations in the air 382 

cabins, which probably led to the more severe contamination condition on aisle surfaces. Normal 383 

passengers and index patients were all very likely to touch aisle seatbacks on their way to the 384 

toilet and back. Therefore, aisle seatbacks were touched at a higher frequency than other 385 

seatbacks and became the medium transmitting contaminants from index patients to normal 386 

passengers. According to Fig. 4, the transfer efficiency from fingerstalls to porous materials is 387 

much higher than that from porous materials to fingerstalls, so a large amount of contaminants 388 

remained on the aisle seatbacks rather than spreading to other surfaces. Seated passengers were 389 

likely to touch the surfaces around them, so the hands of passengers sitting on the aisle seats 390 

were likely to more contaminated, and thus brought more contaminants to the aisle armrests and 391 

tray tables. Thus, aisle surfaces, including seatbacks, armrests, and tray tables, were more likely 392 

to be severely contaminated than non-aisle surfaces. Similar phenomena were also found in 393 

hospitals, where the surfaces around patients that were touched frequently by healthcare workers 394 

and patients were more likely to be contaminated with pathogens than other sites [13, 46, 47]. 395 

The environmental infection control measures in air cabins and hospitals should be informed by 396 

these observations, and more attention should be paid to frequently touched surfaces, which is 397 

consistent with the recommendations from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [48].  398 

3.5 Comparison of the benchtop experiment results with multi-agent simulation results 399 

        Figs. 8a and 8b show distributions of fluorescent particles on 422 surfaces from 15 400 

experiments and 15 simulations using a multi-agent model [22], respectively. Comparing the two 401 

distributions with that of the actual cases of illness in the outbreak, it was noticeable that the 402 

environmental surfaces around the infected passenger seating in Seat 7A were clean. It’s because 403 

the actual touching sequences in the outbreak were unknown and might differ from the assumed 404 

the assumed five touching sequences in the experiments and simulations. Due to the randomness 405 

of human behaviors, the distribution of infections in the outbreak was merely one of numerous 406 

possible situations, so the position of an individual infected passenger did not have the statistical 407 

significance. In contrast, the characteristic of the overall distribution in the outbreak, that sitting 408 

in an aisle seat was associated with the development of illness, was statistically significant (P = 409 

0.022,  Chi-square test), which is consistent with the experiment and simulation results shown in 410 

Figs. 8a and 8b. 411 
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 412 

 413 

(a) 414 

 415 

(b) 416 

 417 

Fig. 8. Distributions of fluorescent particles on 422 environmental surfaces. (a) Average of 15 418 

experiments results. (b) Average of 15 multi-agent simulations. The actual cases of illness in the 419 

outbreak were marked with red symbols. Different levels of concentrations on surfaces of 420 

fluorescent particles are represented by the intensity of the red shading. The concentrations over 421 

40 µg/cm
2
 are the same color as those of 40 µg/cm

2
. 422 

 423 

        The two distributions shown in Figs. 8a and 8b were broadly similar, but the contaminations 424 

on many surfaces in the simulation results were less severe than those in the experiment results. 425 

Assuming that the fluorescent particles were uniformly distributed over the entire surface areas 426 

led to underestimation in the simulation results. Therefore, in the simulations, when a clean 427 

fingerstall touched a contaminated surface, the concentration on the contact area of the surface 428 

was the average concentration on the entire surface, which was usually low, so the transmission 429 

from contaminated surfaces to clean fingerstalls was limited. 430 

        As mentioned, the distribution on most surfaces was not uniform in reality. Passengers were 431 
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more likely to touch a specific region of the surfaces in some situations. For examples, when 432 

touching the aisle seatbacks on their way to the toilet and back, they tended to touch regions 433 

close to the aisle, and when seated passengers put their hands on the armrests they rarely touched 434 

the regions that adjoined the backs of the seats. Thus, when a clean fingerstall touched a 435 

contaminated surface, the contact areas were generally the frequently touched regions, where the 436 

concentration of contaminants was much higher than the average concentration. Therefore, in the 437 

experiments, the transmission from contaminated surfaces to clean fingerstalls was enhanced in 438 

the experiments, which improved the overall effectiveness of transmission from the source to 439 

other surfaces. 440 

3.6 Limitations 441 

        Our benchtop experiments have four limitations. First, errors may be introduced by the 442 

measuring instruments. For example, the bit level of cameras can influence the precision of the 443 

calibration curves. Cameras with higher bit levels had more grey levels, and could significantly 444 

reduce the relative error during measurements of the pixel signal strength k in Fig. 5. The 8-bit 445 

cameras used in the experiments had merely 256 grey levels, with the maximum relative error to 446 

measure the pixel signal strength of about 7.00%. In contrast, the 10-bit cameras have 1024 grey 447 

levels with the maximum relative error of about 1.75%, and 12-bit cameras have 4096 grey 448 

levels with the maximum relative error of about 0.87%. In future studies, more accurate 449 

instruments could be used in the measurements. 450 

        Second, quantification cannot be conducted when there is a large amount of fluorescent 451 

particles on surfaces. As shown in the calibration curve (Fig. 5), when the fluorescent particles 452 

accumulated to a certain amount, the intensity of the emitted light hardly changes, due to the 453 

layering effects [29]. However, this does not matter if a proper scale of the amount of fluorescent 454 

particles is chosen in the experiments. According to the exponential dose-response relationship 455 

described by the Wells-Riley model [49], when surfaces are already very severely contaminated, 456 

the infection risk caused by touching them is very high and does not change to any great extent. 457 

Therefore, it is far more important to distinguish severely contaminated surfaces from others than 458 

to quantify how many fluorescent particles are on them. However, if the scale is too low it may 459 

cause the fluorescent particles on most surfaces to be undetectable, and if it is too high it may 460 

mean moderate and heavy contaminations are indistinguishable. 461 
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        Third, unlike microorganisms, fluorescent particles do not naturally die on surfaces, which 462 

can lead to an overestimation of surface contaminations. The inactivation of noroviruses was 463 

relatively low during the 2.5-hour flight [51], so the overestimation was not serious. 464 

Nevertheless, it may not be proper to use fluorescent particles as surrogate indicators to model 465 

the spread of pathogens that are rapidly inactivated on surfaces, such as influenza viruses [52], or 466 

to model a long-period transmission, such as the 9-day SARS nosocomial outbreak [53]. 467 

        Finally, our benchtop experiments cannot be used to study human touching behavior, which 468 

is assumed to be known in our experiments. More observational studies of human touching 469 

behavior are required. 470 

4. Conclusions 471 

        In this study, a novel benchtop experiment was designed to explore the dynamic 472 

transmission of contaminants on multiple environmental surfaces due to touching. This 473 

experimental study provided mechanism-based evidence for the important role played by 474 

environmental surfaces in the transmission of contaminants, and confirmed the findings from 475 

multi-agent simulations. The diffusion of contaminated surfaces was found to follow an S-shaped 476 

logistic curve in time. In addition, aisle seats were found to be more contaminated than non-aisle 477 

seats with our assumed passenger touch behavior. These results could help to develop 478 

appropriate surface hygiene measures in indoor environments such as air cabins. Our benchtop 479 

experiments and associated approaches could be applied to studies of fomite transmission in 480 

other short-period outbreaks of pathogens with relatively high persistence on surfaces. 481 
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SI A. Supplemental tables 

Table S1 Parameter values for the passenger behavior in the experiments. 

Parameters Descriptions Values a 

6'078 
Probability that an individual touches certain aisle seatback 
surfaces on the way to toilets and back 

1/6 

97'  Frequency for susceptible individuals to use toilets (1/hr) b 1/6 

9:;,78 
Frequency for individual = to touch the immediate front 
seatback surfaces (1/hr) c 

3 

9:;,07 
Frequency for individual = to touch the armrest surfaces 
(1/hr) d 

5 

9:;,''
 

Frequency for individual = to touch the tray table surfaces 
(1/hr) e 

4 

a The source of parameter values is Lei et al. [1]; 

b During the cruise period of 2.5 hours, there were assumed to be 50 susceptible individuals 
going to toilets. According to Kirking et al. [2], all six infectors in this outbreak had used toilets. 
Therefore 56 passengers in total used the toilets; 

c During the cruise period of 2.5 hours, every passenger was assumed to touch the immediate 
front seatback surfaces 8 (≈3×2.5) times; 

d During the cruise period of 2.5 hours, every passenger was assumed to touch the armrest 

surfaces 13 (≈5×2.5) times; 

e During the cruise period of 2.5 hours, every passenger was assumed to touch the tray table 

surfaces 10 (=4×2.5) times. 
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Table S2 The sequences for passengers to touch aisle seatback surfaces on the way to toilets and 
back in Fig. S6. 

Rounds a Passengers b Sequences to touch surfaces c 

1 P-8B 

S-7B → S-7C → S-8C → S-11D → S-14D → S-15D → S-
16D → S-17D → S-20C → S-21C → S-22D → S-24D → TS-
2 → S-24C → S-22C → S-19D → S-18C → S-16C → S-14C 
→ S-12C → S-10D → S-9D → S-7C → S-7B 

2 P-11D 

S-10D → S-12D → S-13D → S-14D → S-16C → S-18C →  

S-19C → S-21D → S-24D → S-26C → TS-1 → S-24D →  

S-22C → S-21C → S-20C → S-19C → S-17D → S-14D →  

S-13C → S-10D 

3 P-25C S-24C → TS-2 → S-25D → S-24C 

4 P-17E 

S-16E → S-16D → S-18D → S-20D → S-21D → S-24D →  

TS-2 → S-24D → S-22C → S-20D → S-17D → S-16D →  

S-16E 

5 P-15A 

S-14A → S-14B → S-14C → S-17D → S-19D → S-22D →  

S-25D → TS-1 → S-26C → S-25C → S-23D → S-21D →  

S-20C → S-18D → S-17D → S-15D → S-14C → S-14B →  
S-14A 

6 P-12F 

S-11F → S-11E → S-11D → S-13D → S-16D → S-17D →  
S-18C → S-20D → S-23D → S-24D → S-26C → TS-1 →  
S-26D → S-23D → S-22D → S-19D → S-18C → S-17C →  
S-16C → S-15D → S-13D → S-11D → S-11E → S-11F 

7 P-19E 

S-18E → S-18D → S-21D → S-22D → S-23D → S-26D →  

TS-1 → S-24C → S-23D → S-22C → S-21C → S-18D →  

S-18E 

8 P-9E 

S-8E → S-8D → S-11D → S-12C → S-13C → S-16D →  
S-18D → S-20C → S-23C → S-26C → TS-2 → S-25D →  
S-22C → S-20D → S-17D → S-16D → S-15D → S-12D →  
S-9C → S-8D → S-8E 

9 P-19D 
S-18D → S-19D → S-22D → S-24D → S-26D → TS-2 →  

S-24D → S-21D → S-19C → S-18D 

10 P-16C 

S-15C → S-16C → S-18C → S-20D → S-23C → S-24C →  

TS-1 → S-25C → S-22D → S-21C → S-19D → S-16D →  

S-15C 

11 P-18F 

S-17F → S-17E → S-17D → S-18D → S-21C → S-23C →  

S-25D → TS-2 → S-24C → S-23C → S-20C → S-18D →  

S-17D → S-17E → S-17F 
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12 P-26F 
S-25F → S-25E → S-25D → TS-1 → S-25D → S-25E →  

S-25F 

13 P-23B 
S-22B → S-22C → S-25D → S-26D → TS-1 → S-26D →  

S-25D → S-23D → S-22C → S-22B 

14 P-17F 

S-16F → S-16E → S-16D → S-17D → S-18C → S-19C →  

S-22C  → S-23D → S-25D → TS-2 → S-25D → S-23D →  

S-22D → S-19D → S-16D → S-16E → S-16F 

15 P-23F 
S-22F → S-22E → S-22D → S-23D → S-25D → TS-2 →  

S-24D → S-23D → S-22D → S-22E → S-22F 

16 P-21F 
S-20F → S-20E → S-20D → S-23D → S-25C → TS-2 →  

S-26C → S-24C → S-21C → S-20D → S-20E → S-20F 

17 P-20E 
S-19C → S-21D → S-24D → S-25C → TS-1 → S-24D →  

S-22C → S-21D → S-19C 

18 P-16F 

S-15F → S-15E → S-15D → S-17C → S-19D → S-20D →  

S-23D  → S-26C → TS-2 → S-26D → S-24C → S-21C →  

S-19C → S-16D → S-15D → S-15E → S-15F 

19 P-15D 

S-14D → S-16C → S-19C → S-22D → S-23D → S-25C →  

TS-2 →  S-24C → S-22D → S-21D → S-18D → S-17D →  

S-14D 

20 P-23E 
S-22E → S-22D → S-24C → S-26C → TS-2 →  S-24C →  

S-22D → S-22E 

21 P-12C 

S-11C → S-14D → S-16D → S-17D → S-20C → S-21D →  

S-24D  → TS-1 → S-26C → S-24C → S-22D → S-19D →  

S-18C → S-17D → S-14D → S-12C →S-11C 

22 P-23C 
S-22C → S-24C → S-25D → TS-2 → S-26D → S-24D →  

S-23D → S-22C 

23 P-16A 

S-15A → S-15B → S-15C → S-18D → S-19D → S-20D →  
S-23D → S-24C → S-25C → S-26D → TS-1 → S-26D →  
S-25D → S-24C → S-23C → S-20D → S-18C → S-17C →  
S-15C → S-15B → S-15A 

24 P-18E 

S-17E → S-17D → S-20D → S-23D → S-24D → S-25C →  

TS-2 → S-26C → S-23D → S-21C → S-20C → S-17D →  

S-17E 

25 P-7D 

S-6D → S-9D → S-12C → S-13D → S-16D → S-17C →  

S-20C → S-22C → S-23D → S-25D → TS-1 → S-25D →  

S-23C → S-22C → S-20C → S-17D → S-15D → S-12C →  
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S-9D → S-8C → S-6D 

26 P-24B 
S-23B → S-23C → S-24C → TS-2 → S-26C → S-24C →  

S-23C → S-23B 

27 P-17B 

S-16B → S-16C → S-17D → S-19C → S-21D → S-24D →  

S-25D→ S-26D → TS-1 → S-24C → S-21D → S-19C →  

S-17D → S-16C → S-16B 

28 P-15E 

S-14E → S-14D → S-15C → S-17C → S-18D → S-19D →  

S-22D→ S-25C → TS-2 → S-25C → S-23D → S-22C →  

S-21C → S-20D → S-17C → S-14D → S-14E 

29 P-20F 

S-19F → S-19E → S-19D → S-20D → S-22C → S-25C →  

S-26C→ TS-1 → S-24D → S-23D → S-22C → S-19D →  

S-19E → S-19F 

30 P-13E 

S-12E → S-12D → S-13C → S-16D → S-17D → S-18D →  

S-19D → S-21C → S-22D → S-24C → S-26C → TS-2 →  

S-24C → S-22C → S-20C → S-17D → S-15C → S-13C →  

S-12D → S-12E 

31 P-13B 

S-12B → S-12C → S-15D → S-16D → S-17D → S-19D →  

S-22D → S-23D → S-26D → TS-1 → S-24C → S-23D →  

S-21C → S-20C → S-17C → S-14C → S-12C → S-12B 

32 P-9C 

S-8C → S-9D → S-10C → S-12D → S-15C → S-16D →  

S-18D → S-21D → S-22C → S-25C → TS-1 → S-25D →  

S-23D → S-21D → S-18D → S-16C → S-14D → S-13D →  

S-12D → S-11C → S-10C → S-8C 

33 P-10E 

S-9E → S-9D → S-12C → S-13C → S-15D → S-16C → S-

18C → S-20D → S-23C → S-25D → TS-2 → S-24D → S-

23D → S-20D → S-18D → S-16C → S-13D → S-11C → S-

10C → S-9D → S-9E 

34 P-19A 
S-18A → S-18B → S-18C → S-21C → S-24C → TS-2 →  

S-25C → S-22D → S-19D → S-18C → S-18B → S-18A 

35 P-11F 

S-10F → S-10E → S-10D → S-11C → S-13D → S-14C →  
S-15C → S-17D → S-19C → S-21D → S-22D → S-25D →  
TS-1 → S-24C → S-23D → S-22C → S-19C → S-18C →  
S-17D → S-16C → S-13C → S-12D → S-11D → S-10D →  
S-10E → S-10F 

36 P-24C S-23C → S-25C → TS-1 → S-25C → S-23C 

37 P-24D S-23D → S-25D → TS-1 → S-24D → S-23D 
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38 P-15C 

S-14C → S-15D → S-16D → S-18C → S-21D → S-22D →  

S-24C→ S-25D → TS-2 → S-25C → S-23D → S-21D →  

S-19D → S-18C → S-15D → S-14C 

39 P-19C 
S-18C → S-20D → S-21D → S-24C → TS-1 → S-25C →  

S-24C → S-22C → S-20C → S-18C 

40 P-6A 

S-6C → S-9D → S-11C → S-12D → S-14C → S-17D →  

S-20C → S-23D → S-24D → TS-2 → S-25C → S-23D →  

S-21D → S-20D → S-19D → S-17C → S-16C → S-15D →  

S-13D → S-11D → S-9C → S-6C 

41 P-7E 

S-6E → S-6D → S-9D → S-11C → S-12C → S-14C → S-
15D → S-17C → S-20C → S-22C → S-23C → S-25C → TS-
2 → S-26D → S-25D → S-23D → S-21C → S-20D → S-19D 
→ S-16D → S-15D → S-12C → S-11C → S-9C → S-8D → 
S-7D → S-6D → S-6E 

42 P-17A 

S-16A → S-16B → S-16C → S-19C → S-21D → S-24C →  

S-25C→ S-26D → TS-2 → S-25C → S-23D → S-21D →  

S-19C → S-16C → S-16B → S-16A 

43 P-6D 

S-7C → S-9C → S-10D → S-13D → S-16D → S-19D →  

S-22C → S-24D → TS-2 → S-24D → S-21D → S-20C →  

S-18D → S-17D → S-15D → S-14C → S-12C → S-11D →  

S-9D → S-8D → S-6C 

44 P-8E 

S-7E → S-7D → S-8C → S-11C → S-13D → S-14C → S-15C 
→ S-17D → S-20C → S-21C → S-24D → S-25D → S-26D 
→ TS-1 → S-25D → S-22C → S-19C → S-18C → S-16C →  
S-13D → S-11D → S-9D → S-8C → S-7D → S-7E 

45 P-17C 

S-16C → S-18C → S-20D → S-21C → S-24D → S-25D →  

S-26C→ TS-2 → S-24C → S-21D → S-20C → S-18C →  

S-16C 

46 P-16E 

S-15E → S-15D → S-17C → S-18D → S-20C → S-21D →  

S-22D → S-23C → S-26C → TS-2 → S-24D → S-23D →  

S-21D → S-19C → S-18D → S-17D → S-16C → S-15D →  

S-15E 

47 P-7C 

S-6C → S-9D → S-12C → S-14C → S-16C → S-17D →  

S-18C → S-20D → S-21C → S-23D → S-25D → TS-2 →  

S-25C → S-24D → S-22C → S-21C → S-19D → S-16D →  

S-14C → S-12D → S-9D → S-8C → S-6C 

48 P-22F S-21F → S-21E → S-21D → S-24D → TS-2 → S-25D →  
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S-24D → S-21D → S-21E → S-21F 

49 P-25D S-24D → S-25D → S-26C → TS-2 → S-25C → S-24D 

50 P-20D 
S-19D → S-20D → S-22C → S-24C → S-26C → TS-2 →  

S-25D → S-22D → S-21D → S-19D 

51 P-26E S-25E → S-25D → TS-2 → S-25D → S-25E 

52 P-6F 

S-8D → S-10D → S-12C → S-14C → S-17D → S-20C →  

S-22C → S-24C → TS-2 → S-24C → S-22D → S-21C →  

S-19C → S-18D → S-15C → S-14C → S-12C → S-11D →  

S-9C → S-8D → S-6D 

53 P-18C 
S-17C → S-19C → S-22C → S-24C → TS-2 → S-26D →  

S-24C → S-21C → S-20C → S-19C → S-18D → S-17C 

54 P-6C 

S-6C → S-8C → S-9D → S-11C → S-13D → S-15C → S-

16C → S-18C → S-21D → S-23C → S-24D → S-26C → TS-

1 → S-25D → S-22D → S-19D → S-16D → S-13C → S-12C 

→ S-9D → S-7D 

55 P-22C S-21C → S-24D → TS-1 → S-25D → S-24D → S-21C 

56 P-17D 

S-16D → S-19C → S-20D → S-21C → S-24C → S-25C →  

TS-2 → S-26D → S-24C → S-22D → S-19D → S-18D →  

S-16D 

a We assumed 56 passengers spent the same time using toilets, so we divided the flight cruise 
period into 56 rounds. One round represents about 2.68 minutes; 

b P-XY represents the passenger seating in Row Y and Column X. The arrangement of seats in 
economy class can be seen in Fig. 3B; 

c S-XY represents the seatback surfaces of seats in Row Y and Column X. TS-X represents the 
Xth toilets. The arrangement of seats and toilets in economy class can be seen in Fig. 3B. 

 
Table S3 Parameter values for the simulation of fluorescent particles transmission in the 
benchtop experiments. 

Parameter Description Value 

># 
Initial amounts of fluorescent particles on index 
patients’ fingerstalls (g) 

0.6 

?: First-order inactivation rate on hands (1/hr) 0 a 

?@ First-order inactivation rate on porous surfaces (1/hr) 0 a 

?A@ First-order inactivation rate on non-porous surfaces 
(1/hr) 

0 a 
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?B First-order inactivation rate on wet surfaces (1/hr) 0 a 

f Finger touching forces (N) f ~ N(11.80, 1.972) b 

C� Contact area of a fingerstall (cm2) 2.0 

C78 Surface area of a seatback (cm2) 19.3 

C07 Surface area of an armrest (cm2) 9.0 

C'' Surface area of a tray table (cm2) 37.4 

C'7 Surface area of a toilet (cm2) 673.2 

a Unlike microorganisms, fluorescent particles do not naturally die on surfaces. 

b The source is Fig. S3. 

 

SI B. Supplemental figures 

 

Fig. S1. The magnified image of fluorescent particles from GloGerm
TM

 taken by scanning 
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electron microscopy (SEM). 

 

 

(A) 

 

(B) 

Fig. S2. (A) The relationship between excitation light wavelength and emitted light intensity; (B) 

the relationship between emitted light wavelength and emitted light intensity. 
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Fig. S3. The frequency distribution of finger touching forces for 1000 measurements. The 

histogram was fitted with a normal distribution, N(11.80, 1.97
2
). 

 

 

(A) 

 

(B) 

Fig. S4. (A) The combination of four original photos by the four cameras. (B) The processed 

photo of fluorescent particles without the background. 
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Fig. S5. Positions of Seats 6A, 7A, 8A, 9A and 10A, UV lamps and cameras. 

 

  
(A)                                                                     (B) 

  
(C)                                                                     (D) 

  
(E)                                                                      (F) 
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(G)                                                                      (H) 

Fig. S6. Processed photos showing fluorescent particles on surfaces in one experiment at 
different time points. (A) Round 0; (B) Round 8; (C) Round 16; (D) Round 24; (E) Round 32; 

(F) Round 40; (G) Round 48; (H) Round 56. 
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Characterizing dynamic transmission of contaminants on a surface touch 
network  
 

Highlights 

• A novel benchtop experiment was designed to study surface contamination 

• The temporal diffusion of contaminated surfaces presents an S-shaped logistic curve 

• Aisle seats are found to be more contaminated than non-aisle seats in air cabins 

• Revealed a possible mechanism for fomite route of disease transmission 
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